
WARNING Before playing this game, read the Xbox 360® Instruction 
Manual and any peripheral manuals for important safety and health information.
Keep all manuals for future reference. For replacement manuals, see 
www.xbox.com/support or call Xbox Customer Support.

Important Health Warning About Playing Video Games
Photosensitive Seizures
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to
certain visual images, including flashing lights or patterns that may appear in
video games. Even people who have no history of seizures or epilepsy may have
an undiagnosed condition that can cause these “photosensitive epileptic seizures”
while watching video games.
These seizures may have a variety of symptoms, including lightheadedness,
altered vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs,
disorientation, confusion, or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may also
cause loss of consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling
down or striking nearby objects.
Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of these
symptoms. Parents should watch for or ask their children about the above
symptoms—children and teenagers are more likely than adults to experience
these seizures. The risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may be reduced by
taking the following precautions: Sit farther from the screen; use a smaller screen;
play in a well-lit room; do not play when you are drowsy or fatigued.
If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult a
doctor before playing.
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x box live

game controls
xbox 360® controller
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Play anyone and everyone, anytime, anywhere on
Xbox LIVE ®. Build your profile (your gamer card).
Chat with your friends. Download content at Xbox
LIVE Marketplace. Send and receive voice and video
messages. Get connected and join the revolution.
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Before you can use Xbox LIVE, connect your Xbox
360 console to a high-speed Internet connection and
sign up to become an Xbox LIVE member. For more
information about connecting, and to determine
whether Xbox LIVE is available in your region, go to
www.xbox.com/live/countries.
family settings

Xbox Guide

These easy and flexible tools enable parents and
caregivers to decide which games young game players
can access based on the content rating. For more
information, go to www.xbox.com/familysettings.

character controls

Move character....................................

connecting

l/ L

A
Attack .................................................. X
Grapple.. ............................................... B
Tag ....................................................... Y
Jump .....................................................

Pause ................................................... >
vehicle controls

Y
Exit vehicle/turret .............................. A
Get in vehicle/turret .........................

Move vehicle........................................

l/ L

A
X
Grappling hook .................................. B
Tag ....................................................... Y
Boost ...................................................

Fire weapons........................................
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introduction

getting into the game
Press M/ Q to navigate the menus. Press
confirm your selection.

Choose NEW GAME to start a new adventure,
or LOAD GAME to load a previously saved game.

“Good afternoon...
“I understand you’ll be assisting
Master Bruce and young Tim in their
latest adventure?
“It appears that all of Gotham’s
most heinous villains have teamed
up to break out of Arkham Asylum
(an establishment more porous
than a tea strainer, if you ask me).
“They are set to wreak havoc
throughout the streets of Gotham City,
and will cause a great deal of trouble
for our crime-fighting heroes.
“You’ll need to utilize all of the
Dynamic Duo’s physical attributes,
their latest technological gadgets, and their
detective skills to foil the cunning (and not
so cunning) plans of these villains.
“Our initial intelligence indicates that
they are teaming up in groups to execute
a number of different masterplans.
“Time is of the essence.
“Bring justice back to

A to

Gotham City !”

Select OPTIONS to adjust sound and music options.
When you start a new game of LEGO Batman: The Videogame,
you will be in control of the Dynamic Duo in the topsecret Batcave. From here you can travel to different
levels, purchase new characters, hints and extras that
you have unlocked, or create a unique character to
fight crime with. You can also travel to the ever-sinister
Arkham Asylum for the criminally insane, where you
can create a unique hero or villain in the Character
Customizer.
batcave

The maze of limestone caverns beneath
Wayne Manor is the place where Batman
decided to make his headquarters, known as
the Batcave. This is the base of operations
for Batman’s crime fighting.
To start battling the criminal masterminds
of Gotham City, jump into a vehicle to bring
up the Level Select Map for the hero levels.
At the start of the game, all three hero
chapters are available to play.
Completing an entire hero chapter unlocks the
corresponding villain chapter. You will also unlock
the path to Arkham Asylum, where you can play
the villain levels.
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arkham asylum

characters

Arkham Asylum is where the villains
that are classed as criminally insane are
incarcerated...at least some of the time.
Arkham Asylum is the home of all the villains
in LEGO Batman: The Videogame.

New characters become available for you
to buy from the Batcomputer as you
progress through Story mode. To purchase
a new character, you need enough LEGO
Studs in your LEGO Stud Total.

If you are feeling that a little mischief is
required, you can take control of the villains
of Gotham City and head out to run riot
on the streets. To access the villain levels,
you need to head to the vehicle garage of Arkham
Asylum, located on the left side of the main room.
Once you complete an entire hero chapter, you will be
able to play through that chapter from the villains’ side.
batcomputer

The Batcomputer is located in the Batcave.
This is where Batman finds all the info
and gadgets he needs to help him fight
the criminals of Gotham City.

Once you complete either a hero or villain
level in Story mode, you can explore it fully
by going back to the level in Free Play mode.
Free Play mode allows you to use character
and suit abilities you may have missed
in the level in Story mode. Playing Free
Play mode also allows you to access all
areas of the level.
After unlocking a new character, you can select
him or her by going into a level in Free Play mode
and selecting the character from the list
of unlocked characters.
extras

Batman is always working on new gadgets
and gizmos to help him fight the criminals
that plague the streets of Gotham City.
You can purchase these extras with LEGO
Studs from the Batcomputer.
To unlock an extra for purchase, find the
Red Power Bricks hidden within the levels.
data

You can buy Batman facts from the
Batcomputer to find out more about your
favorite heroes and villains.
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codes

character customizer

Special codes can be entered here to unlock
characters and extras.

Create the ultimate hero or villain
in Arkham Asylum and take to the streets!
Move S/ O to select the character
part you want to change, and M/ Q to
cycle through the available parts.
As you purchase more characters
from the shop, new elements become
available for you to use.

story clips

View cinematics from the Story mode levels
you’ve completed by using the Story Clip
Viewer. There’s nothing like revisiting your
greatest victories.

To use your created character, head into
any Free Play level and select that character
from the character list.
player 2 drop in/drop out

Battle the criminal masterminds with a friend!
Press > on a second controller to “Drop In”
and take control of the second player character.
At any point, an active player can “Drop Out”

suit upgrades

Here you can purchase upgrades
to the suits you’ve unlocked
to make them even more
effective for crime fighting.
To unlock these upgrades
for purchase, collect Red
Power Bricks hidden
in the hero levels.
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by pressing > to bring up the Pause Menu,
and selecting the Drop Out option. The game will
continue with the single remaining player.
All LEGO Studs and items collected
by either player contribute to a single
total in the active save game.
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choosing a level

game modes

LEGO Batman: The Videogame has 30 separate levels
for you to play through: 15 levels in the hero
chapters and 15 in the villain chapters.

There are two ways to play every level in LEGO Batman:
The Videogame: Story mode and Free Play mode.

The 15 hero levels are located
in the Batcave. To access them, head
to the hanger and get in one of the
vehicles. This will bring up the Level

l

Select Map. Move
to move the
cursor over the level you want to play,
and press

A to select.

The 15 villain levels are located
in Arkham Asylum. To access them,
head to the hanger and get in one
of the vehicles to bring up the map
for that chapter. Select a level
by moving the cursor over the level
and pressing

A.

story mode

When you first access a new level, this is the only
mode available. In Story mode, you take control
of pre-selected characters and vehicles for the level.
free play mode

Once you complete either a hero or villain level
in Story mode, you can revisit it in Free Play mode.
This time around, you can adventure with a larger
party than in Story mode. You will be able to use any
of the characters and suits you’ve unlocked to access
new areas of the level.
When you select a Free Play level, you get to
choose which character you want to take. Each
active player can select a separate character.
Use

l to scroll through the Character Selection

Screen and confirm by pressing

You need to complete an entire hero
chapter to unlock the equivalent
villain chapter.

10
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A.

Most characters will be unavailable at the start
of the game, and you will have to purchase them
with your collected LEGO Studs.
Once all active players have
selected their characters,
the rest of your party will
have other characters added
to it automatically. This will
give you the best pool of
abilities from the characters
you have unlocked.
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on-screen
information (hud )
There are many different
characters you can control
during your adventure. At
the top of the screen, you
will see a portrait of the
character you are currently
controlling.
The four hearts next to your character
portrait show your character’s health. Each
time your character takes damage, you lose
a heart. When you lose all four hearts,
your character breaks and you lose some
LEGO Studs.
The amount of LEGO Studs you collected in
the level is displayed next to your character
portrait. When you finish a level, your LEGO
Studs are added to your LEGO Stud Total. Use
your LEGO Studs to buy extras and characters
from the Batcave.
In the top center of the screen is the Super
Hero (or Super-Villain) bar. As you collect
LEGO Studs in a level, this bar gradually fills.
Fill the bar in each level to get a super
special bonus!

handling your
characters

tagging

When playing through LEGO Batman: The Videogame, you are
never alone. There will always be a second character
to help you battle your way through the streets
of Gotham. You can switch control to your other
character at any time by pressing Y.
free play switching

In Free Play mode, you can switch between
your characters and suits at any time
by pressing either w or x.

character abilities

BUILDING
Approach a pile of LEGO and press and
hold

B to build.

GRAPPLE
Press B to shoot out Batman’s
grappling hook. When the line attaches,

l

use
to move up and down the
grapple line.
BATARANG
Use the Batarang to target multiple
objects. Press and hold

X and use

l to move the on-screen indicator

to highlight your targets. When your
targets are selected, release X to watch
your Batarang unleash its special brand
of justice.

12
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robin

suits

batman

GLIDE SUIT
Batman can use the Glide Suit to cross gaps and
drops he would usually be unable to traverse.
To activate the Glide Suit, press
Batman will start to glide.

A to jump.

SONIC SUIT
The Sonic Suit allows Batman to shatter glass
objects and windows around the streets
of Gotham.  While wearing the Sonic Suit,
press and hold
at your target.

LEGO Objects.  To lay a bomb, press B.  To
detonate any bombs you have laid, press and hold

B.  Careful—the bombs are on a timer.  If you
wait too long they will explode on their own!

HEAT PROTECTION SUIT
Batman’s Heat Protection Suit allows him to
travel through heat related perils that you may
encounter in your travels.  It also allows him
to pick up red hot pieces of LEGO.
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WATER SUIT
With the Water Suit equipped, Robin can swim
down into bodies of water.  Robin automatically
descends when he enters water while wearing
the Water Suit.  To swim back up, press
and hold

A.

B to send a wave of sound

DEMOLITION SUIT
The Demolition Suit allows Batman to lay bombs
and remotely detonate them to destroy silver

14

MAGNET SUIT
Robin’s Magnet Suit attaches high power
magnets to the bottom of Robin’s boots,
enabling him to walk up and along metallic
surfaces and access areas he would normally
be unable to reach.  Look out for the metal
surfaces with blue sparks!

TECHNOLOGY SUIT
With the Technology Suit, Robin can access
special Tech Panels that allow him to take
control of various robotic elements within
the levels.  To use a Tech Panel, walk up to
one while wearing the Tech Suit and press

B.  You will then take remote control of the
equipment linked to that Tech Panel.

ATTRACT SUIT
The Attract Suit allows Robin to pick up and
collect small LEGO Pieces that can then be
used to fill Attracto Canisters.  Each Attracto
Canister requires a certain amount of LEGO
Pieces before it will activate.

15
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special abilities

items

SUPERSTRENGTH
Some characters have superhuman strength.
They can use this to pick up and throw heavy
pieces of LEGO that other characters would
not be able to move. To use the Superstrength
ability, approach a LEGO object and press

B.

HAND-TO-HAND GRAPPLE
Hand to hand combat is a key skill you need
in order to get through the mean streets of
Gotham City. Batman and Robin and characters
with superstrength can grab their enemies
and perform a throw on them. To initiate
a grapple, approach a character and press B.
You can then either press B again to throw
them or you can press X to get some
close-range hits in.

MIND CONTROL
Some characters have the ability to take control
of other weak-minded characters. To use Mind
Control, press B when close to your target.
Those weak-minded fools should wear hats
for protection!

16
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LEGO STUDS
Use these to purchase characters, hints
and extras from the Batcomputer. LEGO Studs
come in three values: Silver Studs add 10 to your
Stud total, Gold Studs add 100, and Blue Studs
add 1,000.

HEARTS
Sometimes when you defeat an enemy or destroy
an item, a Heart Token will be revealed. Pick it up
to restore a Character Heart.

LEGO CANISTERS
There are 10 LEGO Canisters hidden in each
level. Once you collect the 10 LEGO Canisters
in a level, you will be able to view a Minikit Model
from either the Batcave (hero levels) or Arkham
Asylum (villain levels).

RED POWER BRICKS
One Red Power Brick is hidden
in each level. If you can find it,
you will unlock cool features
including extras and bonus
content.
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pause menu
Press > during gameplay to freeze the action
and access the Pause Menu.
Move

m/q to navigate the Pause Menu.

Press

A to confirm your selection.

Press

B to go back a step.

credits

To see a list of credits of those who brought you this
game, please go to www.legobatmangame.com.

RESUME
Return to gameplay.
EXTRAS
Activate or deactivate the Red Power
Brick Extras.
OPTIONS
Change in-game sound effects and music volumes,
and turn the vibration feature on/off.
EXIT
Quit the level and return to the Batcave (in hero
levels) or Arkham Asylum (in villain levels). In
Story mode, you will only have the option to Exit.
In Free Play mode, you can choose to Save and Exit.
Doing this saves any LEGO Studs you’ve picked up,
and they will be added to you LEGO Stud Total.

18
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END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT

notes

This end user license agreement (“Agreement”) is a legal agreement between you and
Warner Bros. Interactive Entertainment, a division of Warner Bros. Home Entertainment
Inc., a Delaware corporation, with its principal offices at 4000 Warner Boulevard,
Burbank, California 91522 (“WBIE”) for the interactive entertainment product, including
the software included herewith, the associated media and any printed materials
(collectively, the “Product”). By installing, accessing, playing or otherwise using
the Product, you agree to be bound by the terms of this Agreement. If you do not agree
to the terms of this Agreement, do not install, access, play or otherwise use the Product.

SOFTWARE LICENSE
WBIE grants to you the non-exclusive, non-transferable, revocable, limited right and
license to use one copy of this Product solely and exclusively for your personal use. All
rights not specifically granted under this Agreement are reserved by WBIE. This Product
is licensed, not sold. Your license confers no title or ownership in this Product and should
not be construed as a sale of any rights to the Product. All right, title and interest in and
to this Product and any and all copies thereof (including, but not limited to any and all
titles, computer code, technology, themes, objects, characters, character names, stories,
dialog, catch phrases, locations, concepts, artwork, music, etc.) are owned by WBIE
or its licensors. This Product is protected by the copyright laws of the United States,
international copyright treaties and conventions and other laws. This Product contains
certain licensed materials and WBIE’s licensors may protect their rights in the event
of any violation of this Agreement.
You may not: (1) copy the Product in its entirety onto a hard drive or other storage
device; (2) distribute, rent, lease or sublicense all or any portion of the Product;
(3) modify or prepare derivative works of the Product; (4) transmit the Product over
a network, by telephone or electronically using any means, or permit the use of the
Product in a network, multi-user arrangement or remote access arrangement, except
in the course of your network multiplayer play of the Product over authorized networks;
(5) design or distribute unauthorized levels; (6) reverse engineer the Product, derive
source code, or otherwise attempt to reconstruct or discover any underlying source code,
ideas, algorithms, file formats, programming or interoperability interfaces of the Product
by any means whatsoever, except to the extent expressly permitted by law despite a
contractual provision to the contrary, and then only after you have notified WBIE in
writing of your intended activities; (7) export or re-export the Product or any copy or
adaptation thereof in violation of any applicable laws without first obtaining a separate
license from WBIE (which WBIE may or may not grant in its sole discretion) and WBIE
may charge a fee for any such separate licenses.
Because WBIE would be irreparably damaged if the terms of this Agreement were not
specifically enforced, you agree that WBIE shall be entitled, without bond, other security
or proof of damages, to appropriate equitable remedies with respect to breaches of
this Agreement in addition to such other remedies as WBIE may otherwise have under
applicable laws. In the event any litigation is brought by either party in connection
with this Agreement, the prevailing party in such litigation shall be entitled to recover
from the other party all the costs, attorneys’ fees and other expenses incurred by such
prevailing party in the litigation.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
In the unlikely event of a problem with your Product, you may only need simple
instructions to correct the problem. Please contact WBIE Customer Service Department
by calling us at (410) 568-3680, by emailing us at support@legobatmangame.com
or on the web at www.legobatmangame.com/support before returning the Product
to a retailer. Please do not send any Product to WBIE without contacting us first.

LIMITED WARRANTY
WBIE warrants to the best of WBIE’s ability to the original consumer purchaser of the
Product that the medium on which the Product is recorded shall be free from defects
in materials and workmanship for a period of ninety (90) days from the original date
of purchase. If a defect in materials or workmanship occurs during this ninety (90)
day warranty period, WBIE will either repair or replace, at WBIE’s option, the Product
free of charge. In the event that the Product is no longer available, WBIE may, in its
sole discretion, replace the Product with a product of comparable value. The original
purchaser is entitled to this warranty only if the date of purchase is registered at point
of sale or the consumer can demonstrate (to WBIE’s satisfaction) that the Product was
purchased within the last ninety (90) days.
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TO RECEIVE WARRANTY SERVICE: Notify the WBIE Customer Service Department of
the problem requiring warranty service by contacting support@legobatmangame.com
or on the web at www.legobatmangame.com/support. If the WBIE service technician
is unable to solve the problem by phone or on the web via email, he/she may authorize
you to return the Product, at your risk of damage, freight and insurance prepaid by you,
together with your dated sales slip or similar proof of purchase within the ninety (90)
day warranty period to:
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